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Money
at work

Risk vs. Reward: A delicate balancing act
The concepts of risk and reward are often paired in

For starters, be aware that human nature can play

the minds of investors. Frequently, the higher the po-

a prominent role in the equation. For example, you

tential risk you are willing to take, the great-

might stubbornly cling to a stock

er the potential reward can be. Conversely,

investment that continues to decline be-

a low-risk investment may yield a lower

cause you are unwilling to admit you

return than other comparable investments.

made a mistake. In the meantime, you
could be missing out on a more profit-

However, the exact nature of the relationship

able opportunity had you invested the

between the dual concepts of risk and reward

money elsewhere.

is often misunderstood or oversimplified by the
general public. This can result in decisions that

On the other hand, investors may be

could have an adverse effect on your portfolio

willing to take extraordinary risks for

in the long run.

a chance at “hitting the jackpot,” even
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if the odds are much greater for a smaller payoff.

through investments with different degrees of risk,

This can be attributed to wishful thinking or inaccu-

they may be able to take advantage of a rising mar-

rate calculations — or both.

ket and benefit from some protection against losses
in a declining market.

Classic example: Given the choice between a 1%
chance to win $1 million and a 2% chance to win

Of course, there is an inherent risk in this process,

$500,000, some people, if not most, will risk their mon-

and there is not any absolute guarantee of future

ey on the $1 million bonanza. Of course, the odds for

results, regardless of past performance (just like in

getting the $500,000 payoff are twice as high.

life). You should consider all the critical aspects of
assembling a diversified portfolio, including your

As a general rule, the best investment approach is

financial status, your time horizon, your health and

to take a long-term perspective that focuses on your

your personal risk tolerance.

main financial objectives, while taking into account
your personal risk tolerance. Undoubtedly, this is

Everyone’s situation is different. By developing

likely to include some exposure to risk in the equities

a long-term plan for investing your money, you

markets. Frequently, investors will find that having a

can strike a reasonable balance between risk

modest amount of risk in their portfolio is an accept-

and reward that is appropriate for your particu-

able way to increase the potential of achieving their

lar situation. It is recommended that you obtain

investment goals. By diversifying their portfolio

assistance from investment advisers to develop an
overall plan.

v

New law closes Social Security
loopholes
available amount, you must have attained full reA new law passed late in 2015—the Bipartisan

tirement age (FRA). Alternatively, you can elect to

Budget Act—effectively closes down two popular

receive a lower monthly benefit by retiring as early

Social Security strategies for retirees. However,
with proper planning, you may still be able to maximize your benefits in retirement.
Basic rules: When you retire and apply for Social
Security benefits, the monthly benefit is based on
your personal work history and, if you are married,
the work history of your spouse. If you would receive
a higher amount of benefit based on your spouse’s
work history, you are entitled to that amount.
Another critical factor is the timing of your application to receive benefits. To receive 100% of the

as 62 or a higher amount by retiring as late as
age 70. In either case, the reduction or increase
in benefits is gradual, depending on the difference
from the age of application and FRA.
FRA varies according to your date of birth. For
those born from 1943 through 1954, FRA is age
66. It increases gradually before reaching age 67
for those born after 1959.
Previously, retirees could generate extra benefits through either one or a combination of two
strategies: the “file-and-suspend” strategy and the
“restricted application” strategy.

based on the higher-earning spouse’s work history.

pends them, thus earning extra Social Security

Then the lower-earning spouse waits until age 70

credits. For instance, the higher earning spouse

to apply for benefits based on his or her own work

could put in a claim at FRA (currently, age 66)

history thereby adding Social Security credits.

meantime, the lower-earning spouse could claim

The new law eliminates this strategy for

benefits based on the higher-earning spouse’s

spousal benefits. If you are turning age 62

work history. Effective after April 30, 2016, the

after 2015, you must claim all of your bene-

new law eliminates the file-and-suspend strategy.

fits based on the higher amount of your own
benefits or your spousal benefits. However,

If the higher-earning spouse chooses to suspend

if you attained age 62 before January 1,

benefits, the benefits of the lower-earning spouse

2016, you can still use the restricted appli-

will also be suspended. However, you may still

cation strategy when you reach FRA.
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1. File-and-suspend strategy: With this

and then suspend benefits until age 70. In the

be able to use this strategy if you will reach FRA
before May 1, 2016. What’s more, if you were

Despite these significant changes, the basic

already using the file-and-suspend strategy, you

rules relating to Social Security remain in

can continue to do so under the new law.

effect. If you are approaching retirement,
you may face important decisions that could

2. Restricted application strategy: A

affect your monthly benefits. Rely on your

lower-earning spouse who is nearing FRA files

professional advisers for guidance. v
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ALTHOUGH YOU MAY TRY TO LIVE YOUR LIFE THE BEST WAY YOU CAN, YOU STILL
MAY BE GUILTY OF SOME COMMON “FINANCIAL SINS.” THIS HAS NOTHING TO
DO WITH WRATH, GREED, SLOTH, PRIDE, LUST, ENVY OR GLUTTONY. HOWEVER,
THE ACTIONS YOU TAKE REGARDING YOUR FINANCIAL AFFAIRS MAY LEAD YOU
ASTRAY, ESPECIALLY AS THEY RELATE TO INVESTMENTS.

Avoid these seven ﬁnancial sins
Practical advice: Don’t fall prey to these inclina-

plans. This includes various types such as life

tions. By avoiding the following seven financial

insurance, health insurance and disability income

sins, you are more likely to end up in a blissful

insurance. Try to have your needs quantified based

situation.

on your current and future objectives.

Sin #1: You invest based on your emo-

Sin #5: Your risk exposure is too high. It

tions.

has often been said that there is an inherent risk in

Do not let your emotions dictate financial

strategies. For instance, when the stock market is

the investment markets. Recognize that it is possible

booming, greed can lead

to make money, lose money or

you to make bad deci-

stay in the same basic posi-

sions. On the flip side,

tion. Do not risk more than you

if you are faced with a

can reasonably afford to lose.

declining market, you can-

Consider your “risk tolerance”

not let fear overtake your

as part of your investment deci-

financial sensibilities. Try

sions.

to maintain an even keel.

Sin #6: You do not keep

Sin #2: You are over-

an emergency fund. It is

ly optimistic about

generally recommended that you

returns. Back in the

keep enough financial “cushion”

1990s, investors took it for

to sustain your family through six

granted that they would

to 12 months if financial disaster

generate annual returns

should strike. Consider an

averaging 10% or even higher. But that is no longer

emergency fund that will last even longer if you are

a realistic outlook. If you lower your expectations

contemplating retirement or are already retired.

slightly, you can better position yourself for what

Sin #7: You do not obtain professional

might happen.

assistance. This is not to say that you are not

Sin #3: You pay excessive fees. Of course,

qualified to manage your financial affairs, but almost

you usually “get what you pay for,” but that does not

everyone needs a little help now and then. As men-

mean you should pay exorbitant fees in connection

tioned above, you should not pay excessive fees,

with investments. Rely on trusted financial advisers

but that does not mean you should avoid guidance

to steer you in the right direction.

when the situation calls for it. Do not let your pride

Sin#4: You are not adequately insured.

get in the way — or you could be guilty of the dead-

Insurance is a key component of most financial

liest financial sin of all. v

continues if you become incapacitated. The decision as

children and grandchildren from previous marriages,

to whom you designate as the attorney-in-fact can be a

which creates a “blended family.” But these addi-

critical one for blended families.

tions to the clan can complicate estate planning.

Retirement plans and IRAs: It is likely that

Keeping that in mind, the following techniques may

much of your wealth is socked away in qualified re-

be beneficial for blended families.

tirement plans, such as a 401 (k) and traditional and

Will: Your will is the centerpiece of your estate plan and

Roth IRAs. Prior beneficiary designations should be

should be coordinated with other devices such as trusts.

updated due to certain life events such as a divorce,

It can be amended through a codicil for minor changes

marriage or remarriage, or birth of a child. These
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or be completely rewritten to reflect major changes. For

plans and IRA designations supersede any declara-

example, you might rework a will to include your spouse

tions in your will or other documents.

and your children from a second marriage or even your

Life insurance: As with retirement plans and IRAs,

spouse’s children from a prior marriage.

you may be inclined to amend your beneficiary

Living trust: Often viewed as a supplement to

designations. Alternatively, you might revise the per-

a will, a living trust enables you to maintain con-

centages of proceeds going to the respective parties.

trol over disposition of assets. Typically, the trust is

Once again, these beneficiary choices supersede

revocable, so you still have the ability to change the

other designations.

beneficiaries and allocations, or otherwise amend

QTIP trust: A Qualified Terminable Interest Prop-

it during your lifetime. Because assets contained in

erty (QTIP) trust is comparable to a regular marital

a living trust avoid probate, this can be valuable to

trust. However, if the surviving spouse is entitled to

someone who wants to avoid public scrutiny.

a portion of your assets upon your death, he or she

Prenuptial agreement: This is no longer the

receives regular income payments, but not any princi-

exclusive domain of the rich and famous. A prenuptial

pal. When the surviving spouse dies, the remainder

agreement is often designed to protect as-sets before

passes to the designated beneficiaries, potentially

entering a second marriage and preserve wealth for the

providing estate-tax benefits.

children of your first marriage. It may also be coordinat-

These are just several techniques that are often utilized in planning

ed with other rights and responsibilities (e.g., conditions

for a blended family. Other options may be available for your

for a second spouse to act as executor of your estate).

situation. With assistance from your estate-planning advisers,

Power of attorney: A power of attorney is a legal

create an overall plan that meets your objectives and will hopefully

document authorizing the attorney-in-fact to act on your

provide family harmony. v

behalf. With a durable power of attorney, the power
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The IRS recently announced the annual cost-of-living adjustments for certain retirement plans.
Most key limits did not change for 2016, including the following:
LIMIT FOR 2015

LIMIT FOR 2016

$53,000

$53,000

Maximum amount of compensation for qualified
retirement plans

$265,000

$265,000

Dollar limit for elective deferrals to a 401(k) plan

$18,000 ($24,000 if
age 50 or older)

$18,000 ($24,000 if
age 50 or older)

Dollar limit for SIMPLE plan contributions

$12,500 ($15,500 if
age 50 or older)

$12,500 ($15,500 if
age 50 or older)

$5,500 ($6,500 if
age 50 or older)

$5,500 ($6,500 if age
50 or older)

Maximum dollar limit on additions to deﬁned
contribution plan

Dollar limit for traditional and Roth IRA contributions

However, certain phase-out ranges for IRA contributions were raised slightly. For instance, availability to
contribute to a Roth IRA increased from a threshold of $116,000 to $117,000 of modified adjusted gross
income (MAGI) for single filers and $183,000 to $184,000 of MAGI for joint filers.
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